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Abstract: Literature typically describes mathematization, the process of transforming a real-world situation into a mathematical model, in terms of desirable actions and behaviors students exhibit. We attended to STEM undergraduate students’ quantitative reasoning as they derived equations. Analysis of the meanings they held for arithmetic operations provided insight into how participants expressed real-world relationships among entities with arithmetic relationships among values. We extend the findings from K–12 literature (e.g., using multiplication to instantiate a rate) to STEM undergraduates and found evidence of new ways of justifying the usage of arithmetic operations (e.g., using multiplication to instantiate an amount).
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Abstract: One of the goals of advanced undergraduate mathematics courses is to engage students in activity that is authentic to the mathematics discipline. However, engaging students in such activity often involves managing tensions between authenticity-to-students and authenticity-to-the-discipline. In this paper, we use the Authentic Mathematical Proof Activity (AMPA) Framework to further explore potential relationships and tensions between different dimensions of authenticity. We analyzed classroom data from an inquiry-oriented abstract algebra course where instruction focused on unpacking the fundamental homomorphism theorem. Our results focus on the complexity dimension of authenticity and how this dimension relates to other dimensions of authenticity within instruction. We identify ways that instructor decisions shape authenticity even within the context of a carefully developed task.
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